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PRELIMINARY TNVXSTIGATION

NO. 1399

“OFA.GAS TURBINE WITH

SILLIWITE CERAMIC ROTOR BLADES

13yFrederick J. Hartwig, Bob W. ShefMm
and Robert J. Jones

SUMMARY

A gas turbine with rotor blades of a sillimanite-base ceramic
material was dosi~ed, constructed, and,operated to detcn’minethe
practicability of ceramics f’or gaa-tmriino bkding. Two blade types
were used. The second design, developed for increased strength to
correct the causo of failure of the first design, was simplified
to facilitate falxricationhut its aerodynamic propertfe~ were sli$htly
compromised. The unit was operated at temperatures up to 17E!5°F
and at speeds up to 10,000 rpn; !Iowcver, the oporatlng conditions
were not typical of ~as-turbtie oporatim owing to lower-than-normal
speed, px?er extraction, and pressure ratio across the turbine.
The blades failed at a relatively low ccmtrffugal tensile stress.
The design criteria wero somewhat uncertain; no data were available ““
on this typo of turbine becauae the present investigation was the
first of its kind. Subsequent theoretical investigations have
shown the existence of stress concontraiiionscaused by deflections
that satisfactorily explain the present failures and offer more
practical means of adapting brittle materials to rotating turbine
components. Invostlgations have shown that advantageous appli-
cations of ceramics to stressed components of gas turbines can be
made with prolablo success.

INTRODUCTION

The low density, high meltin& ~int, and,potentially low cost
of ceramic materials indicate their possibilities for high-tempera- _
ture turbine application. l?atuntsindicato that ceramic materials
were considered for turbine components in C&many before World war “II
(references 1 to 4) and the lack of certain alloying metals in
Germany during tllowar int~ified the search (roferenco 5). Uhited
States Army intelligcnco reports (references 5 and 6) covering surveys

& of this work indicated generally unsatisfactory results although
some aspects wore promising. l+bstc6ramic materfals in their present .
state of development have a low value of tetisilestren6th and are

.
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quite brittle. Their st.~-ength-to-densityratio, especially at tho
higher tcmporatures, is sufficiently high, however, to warrant their

investigationfor use as aorotiynzamicelenmnts of gas turlxbms, partic-
ularly for uee in expendable mflsuilos. High t~i~ile stren$th ceramics
in tho present state of development Generally haw poor boat-shock
propo?tios.

‘Themelting points of the ceramic uwtorials consi._.orodra%e
from 23000 to 7500° F (references 7 and 8); whorcms the molting
points of carlon steels are about Z7000 Fz those of most stainless
etcels about 25500 1’,and thoso of two currently royremn%aiive
turbine-blado allo~s abouk 235G0 F.

The power outyu’tof gas-turbine powor @ants improves with
increasing turbine-inlet gas tetiperature. The fuel consumption of
turbojet Tower plants up to gas tomperaturos higher than those that
can be used at Frese,ntand the i’uolconsumption of turbino-pmpollor
power plants improve with increasing turbine-inlet &S temperatures.
Consequently, the desirability @f bi@er opm’ati~~ temperatures is
apparent. The strength.of available ?mtgrtals at hi@ temporature~
imposes definite limitationson turbine-inlet gas temperatures thali
can be used without seriously reduciw the operating life of tho
turbine. Allowablo inlet gas temperature of present conventional
turbines is limited to approximately 15000 l?,but conventional fuels
could provide inlet gas temperatures exceed= 350C)0-F..In order to
maintain the trend of increasing turbine-inlet gas tGIUyoratUYW3$ Cool@

must bo provided and .cyaleefficiencies must compensate for the 106SOS
chargeable to cooling, or materials with hi$her molting ~ointa then
those now used must bo soughli.

?

—
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On the basis of this information an investigation of cqramic-
blade turbines was initimted at the NACA Cleveland laboratory. TWO

blade forms were designed and made of the best ceramio material
available at the begdtiningof th~ investigation. The design criteria
were somewhat uncertaLn. No data were availablo on this ty_peof
turbine, particularly the blade-mounting details} bOMUSO tho Wesont
investigation was the first of Its kind. ‘I’hosecond blade des@n of
increased etrmgth was developd to correct the cause of failure of the
first-depign blades; the second desi~ was simplified to facilitate
fabrication, which resulted in a slightly lose desirable blade aoro~
dynamically, The operational results of these blades In a turbine aro
prosentod with a description of the blade designs, dimensional.inspectio~
and.heat-shocktests. No d&cezMna’tlcms of aerodynamic performance
and the effects of constructional compromises on this performance
were made beuuse ope~ting speeds were below tho desi&n value.

—
&
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TURBINE WITH FIRST-DESIGN BLADES

Turbine Rotor Design

In turbine blades, the Trimary stress is due to centrifugal
force and, inaumuch as centrifugal force, and therefore tensile
stress, is directly gwoportiolnalto density, the strength-to-
density ratio of a blade material is more importaat than its
absolute strength. A survey of the available ceramic materials
indlcatod that silliulanite(A1203 ● Si02) had the best strongth-
to-density ratio. In s~ecimen tensile studies (reference 9),
the stress-to-rupture strength for a life of several hours was
a~yroximately ~COO pounds per square inch at 1800° 3’.

‘Turbine-designcritQriac - The ratio of blade height to wheel
diameter of a mall commercial turhosupercharger t~bine that was
available wae used with the.density of silli~j,te (0,10} lb/cu in,)
and the maximum allowable blade stress (“fOOOlb/sq in.) to compute
the pitch-line blade speed of the turbim. The maxiqmm pitch-li~e
speed was found to be 1000 feet per second corresponding t~ a speed . ..__
of 19,CO0 rpm. Because this speed was well within tho no+l
turbine operating range, all possible parts from the twbosupe~-.
charger were used in developing the ceramiG-blade t~b~e. .

First-design blades. - For the first blade destgn (fig. 1)—.
an unshrouded, untapered impulse blade was chosen instetidof a
reaction blade because of its ruggedness and simplicity. The base
of the blade was designed for a compressive rather than a be@ing
loading because the compressive strength of most ceramic materials
iS more than 10 times greater than the tensile or bending atre~th
(reference 10). The blades were dry-molded, machined to size,
and sintered at approximately 3100° I’. The sintering operation
permitted tol~rances of+O.Q02 inch. Closer tolerances were needed
only in t~ thicknese of the root section where 86 blades fit
together.,toform a complete circle; these fhces were grcm@. to a
tolerance of+O.0005 inch,

UPon receipt from the manufacturer, the blades wore i.napected
as follows:

1.

2.

3.

The surface was visually examined for external flaws.

X-rays were taken to detect internal flaws.

The blades were weighed.
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4. The root angle was calculated from a thickness determination
made at two Tolnts on the radial center line of the blade.

5. The width Of tjhe root sectj.onwas measured with mic~’omei~rs
and the blades were &ecked on an optical comparator against a
10-times-size templet. From this inspection any deviation in the
angular relation of the blade with the root.could be checked as well
as the correct location aridshale of the contour where the blade~
fitted against the disks.

Approximately 5 percent of the %lades were reje@ed because of
internal flaws and 2 or 3 percent were rejti-ctedfor other reasons.

Turbine-rotor disks. - A yair of disks ~esigned to sup~ort the
blades by means~’~ overhanging the blade bases were made of a
nickel-base hfgh-temperature alloy. The blade-clamping surfaces of
the disks were contoured to yrovide space for a gasket between the
blade %ases and the disks. Provision was made for the disks to be
clamped together against a shoulder on the shaft by means of a cap
nut on the end of the shaft.

Compressive loadings of various thicknesses of asbestos gasket
material were made to determine radial movement of the blades under
centrifugal loading, to evaluate the effect of gasket thickness on
stress concentrations in the blade base due to clamping and supporting
forces, and to determine the most desirable precomprgpsion of the
gaskets When assembling the blades in the disks, A single blade
was forced against a heated disk section in a compression testing
machine to simulate the action of centrifugal force pressing the
blades against the disks while the unit was operatin$. The reeults
indicated that the gasket would remain in satisfactory condition if
Its temperature was kept be,lqw1200° F. The results also indicated
that a nominal gasket thicknees of at least 0.020 inch was necessary
to prevent failure of the blade base due to stress concentrationsat
stresses comparable to a blade pitch-line‘~peedof 1000 feet per
second. The gasket also proved to be a go”odthermal barrfer between
the disks and the bladee. —.

Turbine-rotor assembly. - The blades were assemblea in a special
wooden jig (similar to that shown in fig. 2), which held them by their
tips in the correct relation to each other and at the correct radius
for assembly with the disks, A gaskat of high-grade commercial woven
asbestos cloth with a nominal thfckriessof 0.062 in~h (as purchased)
was then fastened to the blade bases with a quick-drying c6ment. The
disks were assembled on the shaft with the blades tn place and the
cap nut was pulled down. In order to make certain that the gasket
was compressed to the desired thicbess, previously determined meas-
urements across the disks ware checked.

.

.—

.

.—
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Turbine Setup

5

Turbino. - The turbino disks agd shaft wero dcsigmxi to use as
basic equipment the inlet collector, the nozzle ring, the bearings,
the lubricatiorisystera,and the main housing of a small @uunercial
tu.z%osuperchar~er.The wheel and shaft assomlly witlathe blades
clamped in place (fiS. 3) was balance& on a dynamic balancing
machine and then assembled with the turbosuperchargor unit. The
entire unit was then mountad on a specially constructed table
designed to facilitate and maintain alinoment botwoen tho turbime
and a water ‘Drake. The turbine was connected to the water brake
through a high-speed couyling.

In order to prevent a pressure difference across the main
housing and a resulting flow of air or gas through the seals ~d
bearings of the turbine, a sod prosstie chamber was added to tbo
coupling end of the turbine (fig. 4) and a prCMSLWQ connection
was made to the exhaust duct. The disks wore cooled by passing
air through the hollow turbino shaft, between the disks and the
air-guido plates, and out through the holes in the cap nut. (See
fig. 4.) Tho areas of the air passages wore so proportioned that
the maximum velocities and the maximum rates of heat transfer
occurred at the disks just below the base of the blades. Heat-
transfer calculations indicato that the cooling air will be suffi-
cient to keep the rotor tompetiatureIMOW 1200° F at turbiw design
speed with an inlet gas temperature of 2000° F and a choking mass
flow through the nozzle of 70 pounds per minute. Cooling air was
supplied to the chamber surrounding the slotted end of tho hollow
turbine shaft.

Hot-gas system. - The induction system Gonsistod of an orifice
tank for measurement of tho air flow, an air filter, a combustion
chamber, and a straight section of pipe to allow thorough Mixing
of the products of combustion loforo t’hoyenter the turbine. ~.
combustion chamlmr was designed for low intm’nal-flow velocities
and was su’itable”for producing temperatures from 150° to”2000° F
at air flows from 2 to 200 pounds per minute, The low starting
temperature was incorporated in the burner dosi~ to minimizo heat”
shock to the blades during starting. The turbine oxhauskmi into
the laboratory low-pro-ssureexhaust system through an annular dis-
charge duct.

IIMmumentat ion. - A minimum amount of instrumontation~s .
used because the primary p&pose of this investigation was to determine
if a turbine with ceramic blades could be run at the same or higher
inlet gas tomporatures than a metal-blado tm-bine. Turbir@-inlet
pressure was measured by means of a mercury manomotor connoctod to
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a statio-pressure ring installed
of the turbine-inlet collector.
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on the inlet duet 12 inches ahead
l?mbine-exhaust pressure was mess.

ured by means of a mercury manometer connected to a static-pressure
ring installed on the exhaust dud 36 inches downstre&tiof the turbine.

The inlet-air flow was measured with a micxomanorneterconnected
across a 10-inch ylate orifice in an orifice tank. Fuel flow was
measured with rotameters.

Triple-shleldad the-couples installed a.tthe entrance to the
turbine-inlet oolleotor measured the gas temperature.

Turbine speed was measured with an electric tachometer and
cheoked with.a chronometric tachometer.

Vibration was indicated by a piezoelectric crystal pickup and
am@ifier, The crystal was horizontally mounted on the turbine-support
table and was enclosed by a water-cooled jacket. The calibration of
the instrument was not used after the initial vib~ation chock was
made but comparative readings were made to intiicatemajor changes in
amplitude of vibration so critical syeed ranges could be,avoided and
excessive unbalancing of’the rotor due to shifting of the blades or
blade breakage could be detected.

Procedure with First-Design Blades

Nozzle-temperature variation. - The tem~erature variation that——
exist~=en nozz-t different ptisitionsin any one nozzle
was measured to evaluate the da~er to tfieblades from heat shock.
Thermocouples were installed In every fourth nozzle passage in the
nozzle diaphragm and three thermocoupleswere placed In different
radial positions in two of the nozzles. @e s@p”~s then oper-
ated without a turbine wheel at temperatures varying from 700 to
1650° F, The greatest gas-temperature variations %etween nozzles
were 25° and 125° F at inlet gas tempemtures of 750° and 1600° F,
respect~vely. The greatest radial variations in a Einglb nozzle
were 20 and 60° F at inlet gas temperatures of 750° and 1600° F,
respectively. These small temperature differences would not seri-
ously affect the blades because the depth of penetration of the tem-
perature fluctuations into the blade would be very &l~ at any rea-
sonable o~erating syeed,

Eeat-shock procedure, - In order to determine the ability of the
blades to withstand heat shock, a rig (fig, 5) was set up for tests
on the actual blade because he~t-shock characteristicsare a function
of the shape of the body. A single blade was mounted in a simulated
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nozzle-box section with a quartz window installed for observation.
A stream of gas was dtrected across the blade at sonic velocity and
the temperature of the gas was varied from approximately 400° F to
a maximum of 1500° F by changing the postlon of the butterfly
valve (fig. 5), which interchanged the paths of the hot-gas and -
cold-gas streams. A duplicate nozzle was installed in the waste
pipe to introduce the same amount of flow resistance in both flow
paths thus minimizing changes in the operating conditions of the
burner during temperature cycles. By varying the rate of position
ohange of the butterfly valve, the rate of temperature change with
time could be varied. A high-speed recording potentiometer reading
froma high-response shielded thermocouple located just ahead of
the nozzle made it possible to keep a record of the change of tem-
perature of the gas stream. The hades successfully withstood
heating cycles wlthanllOOO F temperature change at the rate of
24,000 F per minute, which was the limit of the setup. During the
cooling cycle, two out of three,blades broke with the same degree
of temperature change and the s@e rate of temperature change.
The blades withstood repeated qooling cycles with.an 1100° F tem-
perature change at the rate of 20)0000 F per minute.

Turbine procedure. - In starting the turbine, the exhaust
pressure was set to give a low pressure ratio (1.15) across the
turbine and the burner was started with a fuel flow just suffi-
cient to give an-inlet gas temperature of 150° F. The te~r-
ature was slowly increased to 500° F and the exhaust pressure
decreased to gtve the pressure ratio desired. The speed of the
turbine was gradually brought up to 1000 rpmby releasing a band
brake on the water brake, which until this point in the starting pro-
cedure had prevented the turbine from rotating.

Even though the preliminary data indicated that the material
would withstand considerable heat shock, the precautions involved in
this method of starting were always observed because the single-
blade heat-shock investigation did not enctly duplicate the turbine
conditions with respect to method of suppdrt and centrifugal stress
combined with thermal stress. This method was used to mtnimize any
heat shock to the blades due to uneven heating of the nozzle box
and to protect the blades as much as possible in case there should
be a baclfire or other difficulty in sta~ting the burner. Through-
out the Investigation, the turbine speed was controlled ly adjusting
the water brake and the pressure ratio across the turbine; the inlet
gas temperature was controlled by adjusting the fuel flow.

Calculations indicated that the first critical speed would
occur at about 7000 rpm and a plot of vibration reading against
speed indicated that the maxtmum amplitude occurred at slightly over
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7000 rpm. The unit was therefore run through the speed rauge of 6000
to 9000 rpm as rapidly as ~ssible and readings were continuously
taken on the vibration meter.

After completion of a run, the syeed was decreased to approxi-
mately 1000 rpm by loading the water Wake} ati”the fuel flow was
gradually reduced until the flaw went out at an inlet gas temper-
ature of approximately 125° F~ The yressure ratio was then reduced
to 1.15 and the %and brake used to bring tfieturbine to a complete

.t
atop. .J

Although the burner was designed for temperatures up to 2000° F,
stresses on the ducting and oth6& @irts of the Getup made operation
at inlet gas temperatures aboye 2800° F undes~ble.

Results with First-Design Elades

.,.

.’”The turbine was initially operated at low rotati~e speeds and
t~leinl~t gas temperature was increased from 200° to 1600° F and then
reduced to 500° 1?over a per~od of l.~hours. (See table I.) At an

inlet gas temper~ture of 500° F, the speed was gradually increased
to 10,000 z’Fmat which speed with a total running time of l; hours

the blades failed. The unit after failure is shown in figure 6,

The setup and the turbine were carefully examined to determine
the cause of.failure but no positive reason could be found other than
the effect of stress concentrationsat the l/32-inch-radiusfillet
%etween the aerodynamic part of the blade and its base. Most of the
blades failed at this Iillet with what ap~e~rs to be a simple tension
break. (See fig. 6.) The blades %roken above this point were p?ob-
ably fractured by flying fr~gnents after the ruyture of the first
blade, or blades, at the root.

TURBINE WITH SECOND-IESIGN BIAIES

Blades of Second Design

The second-designblades differed from the first because of the
necessity for reducing stress concentrations in the bude. The biade
lase was increased in thickness perpendicular to the chord to elimlna~
the tongue and groove in the root section (figs. 1 and 7) and the
radius of the fillets at the most critical section, that is, at the
bottom of the blade section, was increased from 1/32 to 1/8 inch to
reduce stress concentrations. The complete wheel had_58 blades. A
gasket with a nominal thickness of 0.025 inch was used between the

—

●
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blades and the disks instead of’the 0.062-inch gasket used with the
first-design blades in order to reduce the amount of radial movement
of the blades under the action of centrifugal force. In order that
the same disks could l)e.use~, the blade size was increased by the
amount the gasket thickness was reduced. The radial movement of the
blades allowed by the com~reasion of the su~portlng’gasketincreases
the circumferential clearance between the blades, A 0.020-i.nch
asbestos gasket preluaded to about 500 pounds _persql~areinch was
“thereforeplaced between the blade bases to eliminata any further
movement of the blades relative to each other. !)nestrip of gasket
material was run aroundthe root section of alternate blades as
shown in figure 8. .

Data reTorted in reference 1 showed that heat treatment of the
material for 1/2 tour or more at 1800° F considerably incre~sed the
strength in”the low-and medium-temperature range. The first-design
blades were not heat-treated because the favorable effect on tensile
strength, particularly in the 10L!OOto 140C” F range, im.snot known,
at the time the first turbine was run. The second-design blades
were heat-treated by placing them in a furnace, S1OWQ increasing
the temperature to lCOOO F, ma?.ntaining’thistemperature for 1 hour,
and then decreasing to room temperature again over a period of 3 hours.
The blades were.inspected in the same manner as the first set and
again approximately 5 percent of the blades we~”erejected because
of internal flaws and approximately 3 yercent for other reasons.

.—

Tur%ine-Rotor Assembly and Setup

The blades were aesembled into a ring (fig. 9) ina special
wooden jig (fig. 2). The remainder of the assembly, balancing, and
alinement procedure was the same as used for the blades of the firet
design and no changes were ~.de in the setup. Figure 10 shows the

rotor assembly,

Test Procedure with Second-Design Blades

The heat-shock tests showed the characteristics of the second-
design blades to be the same-as those of the first-design blades.

The operating procedure for the turbine with the second-
design blades was the same as for the first-design blades except
that at an inlet gas temperature of 1000° F, it became apparent that
some misalinement of’the water brake and turbine existed due to
pressure exerted on the nozzle box by the exhaust duct as the duct
became heated, (See remarks In table 1.) For subsequent runs, the
turb+ne was held stationary and the gas temperature increased to
1200 F while alinement adjustments were made, after which the gas
temperature was decreased to 500° F and the bdnd brake releaded.
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The turbine.was run for a total time &f slightly more than 38 hours
at syeeds up to 8700 rpm and at temperatures up to 1725° F. Included
In the log of operation were 30 starts and 36 temperature cycles. In
attempting to keep vibration as low as possille, the Lurline was bal-
anoed so well that no apparent critiml speed due .tounbalance of the
turbine wheel was encountered at a~v point. Numerouq~relatively mall
changes in vilmation occurred at varying speeds, sometimes as little
as 200 rpm a~rt. These changes were probabty due to secondary vibra-
tions in the multi,ple-diskwater brake.

After each day~s running, a section of the exhaust ductiw wad
removed, the blades were examined for looseness, and the gasket ?mter-
ial was checked for evidence of deterioration. After the short run
at 1725° F (table 1, ,23accumulated.hr), the unit was completely dis-
mantled to examine the blades and the gaskstw. The @skets were
found to %e irtexcellent condition with no sign of deterioration beyond
some blackening caused by oil that had seeped into them. Several of
the hades were round to have minute chips off the corners near the
bottom of the base, prokbl.y the result of thermal stresses arising
from the sharp temperature vartationq where the wheel was close to the
blades and the cooling air flowed by the blades, T&se blades were
then replaced, the unit reassenibled, and the running ccntinued.

After a total running time of 38 hours (including 5 b& $uring
which the blades were subject to hot-gas flow but the turbine wae
stationary), a run was to be made at 8500 rpm and 1500° F. The tur-
bine was brought up to a speed of’8Y20 rprnand a temperature of 1500° F;
the s~ed was g~d~l~ adv~md to 8700 rpm at which yoint it fell
off to about 6700 rpm owing toan instability in the water brake.
The turbine was again brought up .to8300 rpm; after &lout 5 minutes
at this speed, the turbine failed, Figure 11 shows we unit after
the failure. A careful examination showed no mechanical reason for
the failure. Several blades failed inside the wheel rather than at
the base Of t~ aarod~~~~ Sectton, as o~curred in the failure of
the first-desfgn ~lades.

—

Because of the blade failures at the supporting shoulders, a
more detailed analysis Of the stresses in the blade base than had
been made during the design, was begun. The calculations of com-
pressive stress on the supporti~ shoulder showed the existence of
stress peaks coincidi~ with the intersection of the line of failure
with the supporting shoulders of the blade. These stress peaks
could le eliminated-by redesign of the blades or supporting disks.
Calculations of the stress distribution on these shoulders due to
centrifugal loading were Mde for blade-shoulder and disk-rim contours

.

.
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that woro parallel

I

>.

before centrifugal loading when known load-

11

deflection clwracterlstics of the gasket maborial wero used ani--zotio
axial dofloction of the disks was assumed. This calculation
resulted in a comyu.tod~eak composslvo stress of 100,OOC)potids
por sql~re inch at 10JOOO rpm. For a computed axial dofloctton of
0.030 tnc.hfar each disk, the peak coqressivo stress”incroasiilat
lee.st185,000 pounds per squaro inch (based on extrapol.atodgaskbt-
load compressi.cndata) at 10,000 ?.?pgwith only a minuto chango in
ita location, The pmslbility of a moro accurate analysis of the
atrosaos in a ceramic blade is questionable at this time owing to
tho m~y unknown i%ctors affecti~ the calculations such aS tho
actual axial dofloctiim of the turbine disks and complote physical-”
proporty

T%
were not

data on ceramics.

Gonoral Considerations

conditions un.del-which the ceramic gas
tyyicd.of normal gas-turbino

powor was e~tracted from the tufoine
Stablo range. Tho angle of flow into
considerably from tho ‘bladeangle.

turbino was operated
operation””becauseonly enough
to koop the water brako in a
the bladee thkrefortivaried

. . -.—-—

Tho point of failuro of a ceramic-blade turbine was shifted
from the junction of the blado section and its baso by reduction
of tho stress concentration at this point. Tho second failure of
the blade coincides with a high calculatoctstress pedk in the akea

.
.

of attachment due to the radial movomont of’the bladea and the”axial
deflection of the disks,

Although tho turbino was not operated oxtonsively at inlet gas
temporaturos above 1650° F, the results described in re~er&co 9“”
indicate that the blade matovial should operato satisfactorily UT
to 1600° F, corresponding to an estimated inlet gas temperature of
approximately 20000 F for this turbine.

CONCLUSIONS

The results of this preliminary investigation and the known
physical properties”of ceramics indicate that ceramic-blade ttibines
can be oporAt&l at high inlet gas temperatureaj 1800° to 20000 F,
and moderato speeds for short life,’ With greater oaro in design, it
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Is believed that ~oasibilitim for fncmaslng both load and iifo
wawant continuation of research on turbines of ceramic material.

Flight 3?ropulaionRcwmrch Laboratory,
~atio~al Advisory Comni-tteofor”Acn?onautlcs,

C1.evelanii,Oh+-o,My 23, 1947,
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T&BIXI- RECORD OF RUNNING 2’IMXOF

hm

T

2

3

4

—

1

2

3

4

5

6

7
8
9

T’ims
(hr)

74-

1/4

1/2

1/2

T

2

2

2

1

1/2

1/2
1
2

rota
run-
ning
time
(hr)—.
1/4

1/2

1

&
2

—.

1

1

3

51

7

8

81
2

9
10
12 ,

iJACATN No. 13S5

CERAMIC-BLMX3 GAS TUR8XNE

——

Unit With First-Desigu Blades
,— I—-.

Inlet
ga8
tempera-
ture
(OF).—
200

500

500-1600

500

Turbine
speed
(rPm)

Rermirks I
I

I

.

.

0 Unit held Stationary t

i
20 ,E@eed controlled by band .

‘ brake

100 Speed controlled by band
brake

1000-10,000 Blades broke at approxi-
- ] matelyl0,000rpni I

Unit With Seoond-Design Blades I
—

500 I 1500 ---1
-—

600

700

1000

500

500

1500

5400

5000

1200-2400

1000-3100

Instability in water brake
allawed turbine speed to
ri%oh 7500 rpm for few
minutes during run

Instability in water lrake
allowed turbine speed to
reach 8500 rpm for few
minutes during run.
Coupling vibration made
it necessary to shut down

Shut down due to,high
vibration pickup reading

Shut down due to high
vibration pickup reading

II80-750 o Variation in alinement with
90-1000 0 changes in gas temperature
500-1200 1500 investigated

I

I
I

, + 1 )

National Advisory Committoo for Aoronautic~
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TABLE I - RECORD Cl!?RUNNING TIM3 Cl?CHIRAMIC-BLADX

GAS TURBINE (continued)

.

Run

G

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

rime
(hr)

~

2

2

L/2

1

3

L/2

1

yi-
2

1/2

1/4

3/4

1

Unit Wit

Lnlet
Sae
sempera-
:Ure
:%)

1200

1300

1500

1250

1250

1600

1300

SOO-165C

1725

Second-:

Turbi~~
speed
(rPm)

()-43()0

5700

6300

0

5400

5700

0

5300

5400

tsignBlades

Remarks

Unit alined at inlet gas
temperature

Checked alinement
gas temperature

Checked alinement

at inlet
of 1250° F

at 1300° F

Vibration pickup reading,
higher than normal

Radiation from nozzle box
caused small f~ne necessi-
tating ~hut dews after”onl~
few minutes of operation

Completely Rebuilt Unit With Secon5-Desi~n Biades

24;

25

25:

26 ‘

27

1200 0 Unit alined at inlet as
~temperature of 1200 F

1200 1400

1200 0-1500

1200 4500

1400 4500

National Advisory Comnitteo for Aeronautics
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TABm I- RECORD OF RUNNING TIME CIFCERwC?-BIA311 GE! TURBINE (concluded)

r: ..—.—
Completely Rebuilt Unit With Second-Ibs@, Blades

—.. . .. —— —— ..
Run Time dotal~Inlet

{’ -

Turbine
~,pc.d I

Remarka
(hr) run- g&i3’

ning tempera- (rpm)
tfme tune
(hr) (%) I ‘“

-.

—— —. ——
K 3 30 1600-1650~00-6000 Tried speeds up-to 6000 tipm

!: but lar~e vibration indi-
cated ,atall speeds ovel*
5000 rpm

22 1 31 80-500 I o (lhec~d moverwxrtof nozzle
~ box with changes in exhaust-

duct temperature

23 1/2 ~~~ 500-1200 1500
2

24 2 33; 1200 500

25 1 34; 1200 7500 “

26 1/2 35 500 1200
I

27 1 36 1200 4200-73001

28 1 i 37 1400 7000

29“ 1. 38 1500 7000

30 10 min- 1500 8100-8700 Unit failed at 8300 rp?n
utes i

t

—“

National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics

.
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Figure 1. - First-design blades. -m

to
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Figure 2. - Assembly fixture for ceramic-blade ring.
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NACA TN No. 1399 Fig. 3

Figure 3. - Turbine-rotor assembly with first-design biades.
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Figure 4. - Section through ceramic-blade gas turbine.
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Fig. 6

Figure 6. -
i!- hours

Failure of first-design blades after ~
total running time.
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Figure 7. - Second-design blades.
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Figure 8. - Second-design blades

~ho~ing gasket used on alternate blades.
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Figure 9. - Ceramic-blade ring with supporting gasket.
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Figure Il. - Failure of second-design blades after 38 hours
total running time,
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